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personal effects belonging to one of defendant Christs, or to Leppig, as
the case may be, possessing none of the characteristics of fixtures, and
may be regarded as not covered by the order in this case.
Where the tubs, vats, and casks are too large to pass out of the build-

ing through any opening existing, and these and the other articles I have
mentioned are placed in the building with the design of permanent use
therein, my opinion is that snch articles are fixtures, and pass with the
building to the purchaser. If articles are essential to the use for which
the building was erected or designed, and are specially adapted to that
place, and not as specially adapted elsewhere, they should be regarded
as part of the freehold. Often a building is the mere incident for the
use of machinery or utensils. The unity between machinery or other
things and the building affords often a solution of the question of what
passes as a fixture. Green v. Phillips, 26 Grat. 752. Let an order be
entered to restrain the removal of the articles enumerated in this opin-
ion.

McDoNALD v. WHITEHURST et al.

(Oircuit Court, E. D. Virginia. October 19,1891.)

RIPARIAN LANDS-DEED TO HIGH-WATER ],lAnK-WHAT PA88FY,.
A conveyance of riparian lands by metes and bounds, which on the river side are

substantially coincident with high-water mark, carries, under Code Va. 1339, all
the right of the grantor to the strip lying between high and low water mark.

In Equity. Bill to quiet title.
Tttnstall & Thorn and Sharp & Hughes, for complainant.
Walke & Old and Edward Spalding, for defendants.

HUGHES, J. The complainant owns a piece of land on Elizabeth
river, near Norfolk. The deed to him was a conveyance by metes and
bounds, which on the river side were substantially coincident with the
high-water line, one station being described as a stake at high-water
mark of the Elizabeth river. Fifteen years after conveying to him, his
grantors made another deed, conveying to defendants the strip of land
lying between the high and low water lines of the river. The bill in
this suit is brought to quiet complainant's title to this strip of land.
The general propositions may be accepted as true-.JIlirst, that when

lands are granted by metes and bounds,all the area within -those bounds,
and no more, passes; second, that fixed and permanent monuments con-
trol courses and distances where there is a discrepancy between these
latter and those indicated by the monuments; third, only the land
described in a deed by metes and bounds can be acquired by a grantee,
and not lands outside of such description, by way of appurtenance and
accession. But, like all general propositions, however sound; these are
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open to exceptions. The evident intention of the parties to a deed is
often held to override the literal purport of the terms of description em-
ployed by its draughtsman. In short, the propositions which have
been stated are not arbitrary or inexorable, and will often be modified
by the courts, even in respect to lands surrounded on all sides by other
lands.
But there is a very important claRs of cases in which these proposi-

tions are not enforced, except in instances in which it appears to have
been the obvious intention of the parties to deeds that they should be.
I allude to the class of cases relating to lands bordering on streams or
rivers. In such cases "it may be considered as a canon of American ju-
risprudence that, where the calls in a conveyance of land are for two
corners at, in, or on a stream, or its bank, and there is an interme-
diate line extending from one such corner to the other, the stream is
the boundary." St. Clair Co. v. Lovingston, 23 Wall., at page 64. This
language is used by the supreme court generally oflands lying on streams,
without reference to the question whether the deeds conveying them ex-
pressly call for the streams or not. If, as in the case at bar, it ap-
pears from the evidence that the land does in fact lie on a stream, the
canon of law applies, whether the deed expressly declares that fact or
not. In the case at bar the law, as thus established by the adjudi-
cations of courts, gives the complainant a boundary coincident with
the high-water line of Elizabeth river; and this right to the line of high
water is supplemented by the statute law of Virginia, (section 1339,
Code,) which gives to owners of lands lying on the bays, rivers, creeks,
and shores of the sea in the commonwealth exclusive rights and privi-
leges in such lands down to the line of low tide. I think the case at
bar is governed by the decision on this point of the supreme court of
Virginia in the case of French v. Bankhead, ns announced on pages 159,
160, and 164 of 11 Grat., and by the decision of the supreme court
of the United States in St. (]lair Go. v. Lovingston, 23 Wall. 46-64.
I will sign a decree in accordance with the prayer of the bill.

v. McKINNEY et al.
(Circuit Court, D. South Dakota. October 14,1891.)

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES-PARTICIPATION OF PunCHASER-EvIDENCE.
A merchant in failing circumstances,'being indebted to a bank for $1,200 to $2,000,

in consideration thereof, and of $8,000 in cash, executed notes to it for $10,000, and
secured them by a chattel mortgage on his stock of goods, wl)ich constituted his
only known property, and was worth from $15,000 to $17,000, and the next day the
bank took possession thereof. On the merchant's part, this transaction was en-
tered into with intent to hinder and delay his creditors, and obtain a favorable
compromise. The president of the bank, who knew his insolvent condition, and
that his creditors were pressing him, testified that, on inquiring whether the
$8,000 should be placed to his credit in the bank, the merchant said he was afraid
some of his creditol'S would attach it, and that for a like reason he objected to ree
caiving a certificate of deposit, and asked for the cash, which was given him.
Held, that the bank was not a bonn fide purchaser, and the money realized by it
from the sale of the goods was subject to the claims of creditors.


